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The woman, a forensic anthropologist, took out several bones from a bag, she placed them on
the table as if they were Legos or wood pieces and finally started to assemble the skeleton in
front of our wide-open eyes. The bones that formed the skeleton were nearly complete; it was
missing only the bones of a hand, some ribs, and the most important part of all: the skull. Some
of the friends with whom I had visited the headquarters of the International Commission of
Missing Persons (ICMP) in Tuzla, Bosnia-Herzegovina were trying so hard not to cry that even
their features were hardened towards the awkward presence of death. An American friend could
not bear it, got dizzy, and left the room crying. After explaining to us the probable cause of
death of this individual—now just reduced to a bag of bones—the forensic anthropologist tried to
explain to us the alchemy of the procedure for DNA identification, so that we could understand
the importance of her job in the context of the wars in the Balkans.
“Aren’t you emotionally affected by what you do?” I asked her, so as to break the
uncomfortable monologue taking place. “Not at all, it is my job and I have been doing it for
years,” she answered with a smile. Seconds later, she clarified her answer: “However, I must
confess that I could not perform the jobs that other ICMP sections do; for example, the people
that have to make phone calls to inform we have found the remains of a relative. I could never
do that job.”
On August 23, 2010, just a couple of days after my emotive trip to Bosnia,
Mexican newspapers carried the news of the discovery of 72 corpses in the
proximities of San Fernando in Tamaulipas, Mexico. All of the bodies seemed
to be those of migrants, and they had all been shot from behind. I
remembered the images of the communal graves that I found from Nezuk to
Srebrenica while walking the Peace March as well as all the stories that I
heard about men hunting men. The news from Mexico related that the
migrants had refused to work for the Zetas cartel and as a consequence they
were brutally executed. There is no trustworthy version of the event—and
maybe there will never be—but there was a solid and sympathetic response
made by several journalists, poets, novelists, photographers, editors,
musicians, and researchers. They reacted to the enormity of the event by
joining their efforts, creativity, and commitment to create the website 72migrantes.com. The
website is a virtual altar dedicated to commemorating the life of each migrant, whether officially
identified or not. The project, conceived by the journalist Alma Guillermoprieto, was meant to fill
with words and meaning the life of those persons that lost everything—even their name—in their
quest for a better life.
At the newly-launched and budding platform Nuestra Aparente Rendición we were
inspired by the success of “72migrantes” and decided to create “Menos Días Aquí,” which we
envisioned as a civic project that would not only count the victims of the violence in Mexico but
also name and remember each of them. The project was born on September 12, 2010 with the
following rules proposed by Jorge Harmodio, one of its creators and the first volunteer who
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counted the victims of violence:
1. 1. Count all deaths related to violence in Mexico, not just as a number but also as a
narrative.
2.
3. 2. Count human beings. Start with factual data (number of murdered people, date, place,
names of the victims, cause of death) in order to portray their lives (photographs, hobbies,
hints of their life).
4.
5. 3. Do not impose a moral frame; do not take sides; do not make moral or political
distinctions between sides. Concentrate on that “something” which victims and murderers
share, whether war criminals or simple bystanders: the human condition.
The nearest analog to “Menos Días Aquí” is a project from El Salvador called “100 Días en la
República de la Muerte.” It was devised by a group of artists in 2004 in order to counteract
the violence in the Central American country. The project consisted in counting the number
of violent deaths over the course of 100 consecutive days and then uploading the
information to a blog. Another similar project is the “Iraq Body Count (IBC), which has counted
civilian deaths related to the American occupation since 2003. These days, the IBC is
considered the most reliable source for getting information on civilian casualties in Iraq.

Unidentified remains of a victim of the war in the Balkans.
Photo: Alejandro Velez
As can be seen in the goals of each of these projects, the work of counting the victims in a
war or in an internal conflict is an extremely important mission, both mathematically and
symbolically. Unfortunately, in Mexico during the first years of the Calderón
Administration, this task was overlooked. We did not know how many people had been
killed and under what circumstances. It was not until 2011 that the government
created—and later abandoned—a database called “Base de datos de fallecimientos ocurridos
por presunta rivalidad delincuencial” (Database of Deaths Related to Presumed Delinquent
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Rivarly). Meanwhile, almost every national newspaper started to count the murders related to
the War on Drugs. It was in this context of uncertainty that we started counting and naming at
“Menos Días Aquí.”

After 85 weeks we have counted, tweeted, and narrated 24,404 violent murders in
Mexico. Even though it might seem that the horrifying death toll is the most significant
feature of the project, we consider that the effort to describe the context in which each
person died as well as the effort to rescue some details of their humanity—the clothes
he/she was wearing, his/her profession, the place he/she was found death, among
others—constitute the most important aspects of our mission. According to one of our first
volunteers, Alicia, our task was to make people remember that these individuals—without
distinction between killers and victims—were once sisters, brothers, or wives. We stress
this fact because there has been a governmental campaign to minimize the death toll
arguing that most of the victims were hit men, meaning that they either were social
“rotten apples” or Homini Sacer that could be put to death without ethical
condemnation. According to Alicia, the key thing we should try to remember and to display is
that every individual who chose to be a hit man perhaps dreamed of being a doctor or an
architect.
Being a “Menos Días Aquí” volunteer is not an easy task. I know this because I was the fourth
person who began counting murders. Collaborating with us implies a commitment of two to
three hours daily for a week to searching and sorting reports of violent killings from national and
local media. You become a virtual gravedigger. I still remember that when I was volunteering, I
was afraid of reading the papers from Ciudad Juárez, Torreón, Gomez Palacio, and Culiacán
because these were the cities where most—and the most violent—of the killings occurred.
Unfortunately, that questionable distinction is being challenged by big cities such as Monterrey,
Veracruz, Guadalajara, or Morelia.
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Every volunteer has a murder that touched his or her cores and that refuses to leave their
psyche even weeks after leaving the work of the count. In my case, it was a little girl who was
murdered in front of her twin sister by a gunman who intended to kill the man that shared a flat
with her father. For Miguel, it was a little girl and her mother: a thief stabbed both women and
two weeks later was stabbed himself in the prison where he was imprisoned for the murders.
Some volunteers have nightmares. In order to lift the weight of death, most of the volunteers try
to systematize the daily count. According to Cordelia, “it was not an easy task to make a note of
every victim; my efforts to systematize and make my job more efficient were just enough to
create a temporary habit.” However, not all the volunteers are able to do what Cordelia
achieved. Cristina told me she was not able to mechanize the job and spent more than three
hours every day searching, counting, tweeting, and narrating the killings.
I have invited several friends to the project but few have accepted the invitation because they
feel they are unable to bear the weight of 200-300 weekly deaths. I do not judge them. To
volunteer with us you need a particular type of personality, sensibility, and commitment. From
our headquarters we try to cheer the volunteers daily because we acknowledge it is a
depressing task that has to be done accurately. We are aware that there are individuals—maybe
thousands—whose deaths are not registered by the media and that our volunteers may make a
mistake once in a while. Because of these, our count can only be considered an accurate
approximation of the Mexican catastrophe.
After more than a year and a half, “Menos Días Aquí” has, in an almost imperceptible way,
become a necrologic archive of huge dimensions. Just like other archives of this kind, our
project has helped to preserve from oblivion the horror of almost 25,000 murders in all their
brutal detail (signs of torture, beheadings, summary executions, etc.). The best compliment we
have received is that several people have told us they have found their dead relatives thanks to
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our project. Sadly, other people had told us that they are still searching for their loved ones.
That is why we think it has become necessary to create a national DNA database in order to
make possible the correct identification of the all the individuals killed. Several researchers have
begun pressing to start the discussion of the issue and have asked the ICMP for help.
In the case of our archive at “Menos Días Aquí,” we are working on a new interface to make
the count easier as well as to categorize the information we have collected. We have talked with
researchers at the Transborder Institute at the University of San Diego, as well as with the IBC
webmasters, and they believe that if we can secure funding to categorize and confirm the
information we have gathered, we could create a very complete database that would be useful
for research purposes.
It was never our purpose just to count the victims and put them in a database as the
government does, but we are aware that we have precious information that can be used in the
future when the project ceases to exist and Nuestra Aparente Rendición dissolves, which will
happen when Mexico recovers the peace it lost. We think this information (archive) could be
used to start a healing and reconciliation process and establish a Truth Commission, just as it is
slowly happening in Bosnia and the Balkans.
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